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• Performance evaluation

To be a part of the transverse feedback system upgrade plan in SSRF PHASE II project, a set of Dimtel feedback processors was installed to replace the previous set. In the

commissioning, the ability of suppressing the transverse oscillation was tested and evaluated, also, beam diagnostics and control tools of the processors was used for injection transients

analysis, tune tracking and bunch cleaning. The results of the commissioning and data analysis will be presented in this paper.

• Abstract

• Introduction

 Transverse feedback kicker with 3 electrodes

 steady-state

Exponential transients: Growth rate 
of 0.057 ms-1,damping rate of 3.0 
ms-1;

A single bunch is excited with a sinusoidal excitation at low
amplitude (20–40 μm). Response is detected relative to the excitation 
to determine the phase shift，phase tracker adjusts the excitation 
frequency to maintain the correct phase shift value. The images 
showd 140ms tune evolution with 200 turns decimation, 3.5 kHz
feedback rate.
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 Growth-Damp mesurement

Signals suppressed to the noise floor

Previous setup:

Averaged bunch spectra showed X and Y 
lines, the previous setup had not been well 
optimized

Upgraded setup:

 Injection transient

 Tune tracking  Bunch cleaning

mode 719 growth rates vs current, 
Nicely linear behavior in small span 
of currents; 

Relatively slow growth of mode 719 (mode -1) with standard 
fill pattern in 245 mA total current, typical resistive wall 
instability;

Individual bunches could be kicked out using the inte-
grated bunch driving function. By this mean, highly 
purified filling-pattern could be demonstrated. The func-
tion was tested by driving a selected bunch at the fre-
quency across the vertical betatron tune, the sweeping range 
and sweeping frequency could be adjusted to knock out the 
bunch effectively.

 2 sets iGp-12 processors FBE-LT

 Extra a pair of BONN

BAS amplifiers were

added

16-TAPS FIR filter

 New challenges of transverse feedback in

SSRF PHASE II:

 impedance of the whole ring would be increased

heavily with many new IDs added ;

 A new hybrid mode would be setup with one big

bunch(10~20mA);

 Transverse Feedback System upgrade plan:

 Designing a new 3-electrodes kicker, 1

electrode for horizontal feedback and

2 for vertical;
 1 set of power amplifier were added for the

second vertical feedback;

 Using iGp feedback processors to replace the

previous sets, and upgrading all electronics.

For bunch-by-bunch and mode-by-mode sequences,  it is clear that not all bunches 
were well controlled by the original setup, which was observed and optimized by 
iGp setup..  
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iGp setup original setup

Middle of the fourth train

Many buckets cleanedCleaned out bunch 600;

End of the fill

Feedback effect Comparison between 2 setups for individual bunches during injection

Bunch #550; Bunch #554; Bunch #392;

• Testing


